Sat. 28/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 19:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* HARD-CORE • ハード・コア

Sun. 29/09, 19:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 19:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* jam • SABU

(Japan 2018, 102 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
In this energetic, fast paced film (in typical SABU-style), three
men find themselves separately in a predicament. Singer Hiroshi
is being kidnapped by his ‘biggest fan’, ex-convict Tetsuo is
facing retribution after taking revenge on the gangsters that
put him in jail and Takeru is convinced that doing three good
deeds a day will bring back his comatose girlfriend. A humorous,
absurdist black comedy.
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Sat. 28/09, 22:00 & Sun. 29/09, 21:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Jesus • 僕はイエス様が嫌い OKUYAMA Hiroshi
(Japan 2018, 77 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) When his parents
move to a small town, Yura is forced to enroll at a Christian
school, a religion he doesn’t understand. Unable to fit in with
his peers, Yura loses himself in daydreams in which a tiny Jesus
appears, helping him work through his life struggles, religion
and death. A Magic-Realist fable that was awarded the Best
New Director prize at the prestigious San Sebastian festival.
Fri. 27/09, 21:45 * LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 17:00 * Kriterion / Amsterdam
* w/ Tokyo 21st October by OKUYAMA Hiroshi (Japan 2018, 12 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)

12 Suicidal Teens •

十二人の死にたい子どもたち TSUTSUMI Yukihiko

(Japan 2019, 118 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
When 12 teenagers gather in an abandoned hospital to commit
suicide, they stumble upon the body of a dead boy. Together they
must figure out if he has been murdered, and if so, who among
them might be the murderer. Clever, thoughtful and emotional
whodunnit that goes a lot deeper than similar films from the past.
Fri. 27/09, 21:30 & Sat. 28/09, 12:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

(Japan 2018, 123 min, Colour, Eng. sub)
For naive office worker Teruko, her beloved Mamoru takes
priority over everything, even her friends and work. But to
Mamoru, Teruko is not much more than a girl he can take
advantage of. After spending a night at his place, Teruko
thinks she is finally getting close to Mamoru, but one day,
she stops hearing from him. A comical tale of modern-day
love, in which every relationship seems to be one-sided.
Thu. 26/09, 16:30 & Sun. 29/09, 14:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

* The Kamagasaki Cauldron War • 月夜釜合戦

* Another World • 半世界 SAKAMOTO Junji

(Japan 2018, 120 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) Three childhood
friends reunite in their small, mountainside hometown. While
Mitsuhiko and Koh each took over their own father’s declining
business, Eisuke left the village to join the army. What should
have been a joyful get-together of three old pals, quickly turns
sour as all of them bear scars from the past. A poignant, yet
delicate slice of life, SAKAMOTO Junji’s award-winning drama
creates a fascinating tale of small-town friendship dynamics.
Thu. 26/09, 22:00 & Sun. 29/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 19:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

J Astral Abnormal Suzuki-san •

アストラル・アブノーマル鈴木さん ONO Daisuke

(Japan 2019, 87 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
The tough-looking teen, Rara, deals with the boredom of
rural life by inventing extreme challenges to stream on her
YouTube channel. When she and her family become part of
a TV show, all of Rara’s weaknesses and sorrows pop up.
Quirky and ironic comedy, enriched with sharply written
dialogues and brilliantly directed.
Thu. 26/09, 16:45 & Sat. 28/09, 17:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 14:45 Kriterion / Amsterdam

Bento Harassment • 今日も嫌がらせ弁当
TSUKAMOTO Renpei (Japan 2019, 106 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Delightful comedy about Kaori, a single mother who struggles
to communicate with her rebellious teenage daughter. In
order to break down her ‘wall of silence’, Kaori starts to
create extravagant kyaraben: lunchboxes in which the
ingredients are arranged to form words or images. But while
most kyaraben are just cute or funny, Kaori makes sure they
are also incredibly embarrassing.
Fri. 27/09, 19:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 19:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* The Chaplain • 教誨師 SAKO Dai
(Japan 2018, 114 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Saeki works as a prison chaplain, regularly visiting inmates
on death row. He does his best to instill in them a sense
of morality, but as time passes he starts to wonder if he’s
doing the right thing. Impressive drama about a topic
that is rarely discussed in Japanese media, featuring an
astonishing lead performance by the late actor OSUGI Ren,
who passed away in 2018.
Sun. 29/09, 14:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
* The Chrysanthemum and the Guillotine
• 菊とギロチン ZEZE Takahisa
(Japan 2018, 189 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
The story of a travelling troupe of female sumo wrestlers,
intertwines with that of a clandestine anarchist organization in
this highly entertaining period piece, set in the tumultuous years
following the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923. Both groups
strive for equality, but their respective methods – entertainment
versus terrorism – couldn’t be more different.
Sun. 29/09, 12:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 15:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* Every Day a Good Day • 日日是 好日

OMORI Tatsushi (Japan 2018, 100 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Clumsy university student Noriko lacks confidence and
isn’t really sure what she wants to do with her life. But she
finds her calling when she starts attending a Japanese tea
ceremony class near her house, together with her more
sociable cousin. A modest, contemplative and beautiful
film about the power of tradition, starring legendary
actress KIKI Kirin (Shoplifters) in her final role.
Fri. 27/09, 14:15 & Sun. 29/09, 12:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 12:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* The Fable • ザ・ファベル EGUCHI Kan

(Japan 2019, 123 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
An elite contract killer nicknamed ‘The Fable’, is ordered by
his boss to lay low for a while. Under the alias of Sato Akira he
starts living an ordinary existence in Osaka, but his association
with a troubled young woman quickly leads him down a path of
violence. Entertaining mix of slapstick comedy and impressive
action set pieces, based on the manga by the same name.
Thu. 26/09, 21:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Thu. 03/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

SATO Leo (Japan 2018, 115 min, Colour, Eng. sub)
This film, vividly shot on 16mm, is set in Kamagasaki and filmed with
the involvement of its inhabitants. Kamagasaki is one of the poorest
neighborhoods of Osaka, and those without a secure job or a living wage
live there in often desolate circumstances, leading to homelessness, crime,
and food kitchens. When a prize heirloom from a local gang is stolen, a
diverse array of characters get in over their head trying to get it back.
Sat. 28/09, 12:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

J A Life Turned Upside Down: My Dad’s an

Alcoholic • 酔うと化け物になる父がつらい KATAGIRI Kenji
(Japan 2019, 95 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Saki’s father is an alcoholic and her mother is a follower of
a new religion. As her family collapses, she struggles to build
a future for herself. Impressive drama that touches upon
several heavy subjects, but with many comic and light-hearted
moments. Starring 22-year-old actress MATSUMOTO Honoka,
who also plays an important role in ’My Father, the Bride’.
Fri. 27/09, 19:15 & Sun. 29/09, 14:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Sun. 06/10, 14:45 Kriterion / Amsterdam

Youth With all the news about Japan’s rapidly ageing population and alarming

headlines about the extremely low birth rate, one might wonder: ‘What about
the youth?’. Well, that’s exactly what we want to discover in this year’s theme
programme, in which we showcase films that are either made by, or revolve around
young people. Curious to see more? Check the films marked with .

* = Dutch première

= European première
= ’Youth’ theme programme

J = International première

J Little Miss Period • 生理ちゃん

SHINADA Shunsuke
(Japan 2019, 75 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
In this colourful and charming comedy, periods are depicted as
pink, heart-shaped beings that harass women on a monthly basis
and deliver awful gut punches, but also offer a shoulder to cry on.
Adaptation of KOYAMA Ken’s beloved manga Seiri-chan, starring
NIKAIDO Fumi (Himizu) as the editor of a publishing company.

Thu. 26/09, 19:30 (Opening Film) * & Sat. 28/09, 12:30 LantarenVenster / R’dam
Thu. 03/10, 19:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* w/ The Walking Fish by Thessa MEIJER (NL / Japan 2018, 19 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)

* Love at Least • 生きてるだけで、愛
SEKINE Kosai

(Japan 2018, 109 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Manically-depressed Yasuko is riddled with guilt because her
boyfriend is the breadwinner of their household. She tries to find
a job, but to no avail. Then her boyfriend’s manipulative ex turns
up out of the blue and forces Yasuko to make a decision. An often
funny, poetic and dark story about love and mental health.
Sat. 28/09, 14:45 & Sun. 29/09, 16:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 14:15 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Melancholic

• メランコリック TANAKA Seiji
(Japan 2018, 113 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Not knowing what to do with his life after graduating from one
of the top universities in Japan, Kazuhiko lands himself a simple
job at a local bathhouse. His life takes an unexpected turn when
he discovers that, during the night, the bathhouse is used by the
yakuza to kill off their enemies. From black comedy to social
drama, and from tense gangster action to quirky love story,
Melancholic is a true genre blending experience.

Thu. 26/09, 21:30 & Fri. 27/09, 14:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Mimicry Freaks • 超擬態人間 FUJII Shugo

(Japan 2018, 80 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
A man finds himself lost in the woods, in a hospital bed, together
with his son. When pressing a bystander for answers, he finds out
he has been executed thirty years earlier. It’s the beginning of a
harrowing horror film about abuse, where the past, present and
future, and their realities and nightmares blend into each other.
The grotesque gore-effects, together with the dark subject matter
and tone, make this one not for the faint of heart.
Sat. 28/09, 24:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 24:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

*

Only the Cat Knows • 初恋 お父さん、チビがい
なくなりました KOBAYASHI Syoutarou (Japan 2019,

104 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) Yukiko and Masaru have
been married for over fifty years, but Yukiko only finds joy
in watching TV drama’s and taking care of their cat, Chibi.
When her beloved furry friend goes missing, she realizes
that her husband is taking her for granted. A delightfully
charming film, combining sharp comedic moments with
heartfelt drama and fantastic performance by its leads.
Fri. 27/09, 12:15 & Sun. 29/09, 12:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
(Filmbrunch on Sun. 29/09 start 11:00, €19.50 incl. Brunch & Film)
Thu. 03/10, 17:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Orphan’s Blues • オーファンズ・ブルース
KUDO Riho (Japan 2018, 89 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Beautifully shot road movie about Emma, a young woman
who suffers from amnesia. She leaves her home to search
for a long-lost friend and is quickly joined by Van, who grew
up in the same orphanage as her and is trying to escape
the gangsters he recently robbed. Winner of the Grand
Prize at the Pia Film Festival, one of the most important
awards for young, independent filmmakers in Japan.
Sat. 28/09, 14:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Red Snow • 赤い雪 KAI Sayaka
(Japan 2019, 106 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
On a small island somewhere in northern Japan, a child
has disappeared. Although just a small village, apparently
no one knows anything, and the case is closed. But 30
years later a journalist decides to start a new investigation
at his own risk. Captivating mystery set in a village that
seems doomed to be buried under a thick layer of snow,
sorrows and lies.

Fri. 27/09, 14:30 & Sun. 29/09, 12:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 21:45 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Rise of the Machine Girls •

CAMERA _ JAPAN is supported by:

* Just Only Love • 愛がなんだ IMAIZUMI Rikiya

feature films

(Japan 2018, 110 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
When 9-year-old Shota discovers that his father wrestles
for money as a villain in a cockroach mask, he decides
to lie to his friends and pretend that his father is actually
a very popular professional wrestler. A charming and
inspirational celebration of wrestling as a sport, suitable
for both children and adults.
Sat. 28/09, 14:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 14:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* My Father, the Bride • おいしい家族
FUKUDA Momoko
(Japan 2019, 95 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
After the death of her mother, Tohka returns to the remote
island of her youth to attend the second memorial service.
She is welcomed by her father, but to her shock he is wearing
her mother’s clothes. Soon after he also announces that he
will marry a man named Kazuo. Heartwarming comedy
about acceptance and being whoever you want to be.
Sat. 28/09, 21:45 & Sun. 29/09, 22:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 17:15 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* Okinawan Blue • ココロ、オドル KISHIMOTO
Tsukasa (Japan 2018, 96 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) On the
small island of Zamami, three different stories intertwine:
a fighting couple of French-American tourists, a fugitive
returning to the island to claim back his son and a local girl
abandoned by her mother and living with her stepfather.
The connecting point of these stories is the Full Moon
guesthouse. The beautiful cinematography in this lovely film
is only outdone by the kindness and wisdom of the islanders.
Fri. 27/09, 12:15 & Sat. 28/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 12:45 Kriterion / Amsterdam

For more info and latest updates go to camerajapan.nl

YAMASHITA Nobuhiro (Japan 2018 124 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Ukon and Ushiyama, two loner friends who are down on
their luck, are hired to scour an abandoned mine for gold.
But instead of a treasure trove, they discover an old robot
and dub it Robo. Delightful black comedy by YAMASHITA
Nobuhiro (Linda Linda Linda), one of the most prominent
directors working in Japanese cinema today. Based on the
cult manga Hard-Core Heisei Hell’s Bros.

* My Dad is a Heel Wrestler •

パパはわるものチャンピオン FUJIMURA Kyohei

映画 FILM_

* Fly Me to the Saitama • 翔んで埼玉
TAKEUCHI Hideki (Japan 2019, 107 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
There is some animosity between the city of Tokyo and
the neighbouring prefecture of Saitama. Tokyoites see the
Saitamese as poor peasants, while the latter see the city-folk
as snobbish and stuck-up. In this crowd-pleasing, colourful
modern fable, the class war between city dwellers and smalltown folk is sharply, but lovingly, satirised.

爆裂魔神少女 バーストマシンガール KOBAYASHI Yuki
(Japan 2019, 76 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) Reboot of IGUCHI
Noboru’s infamous Machine Girl (2008), and produced by
the man himself. This time directed by KOBAYASHI Yuki
(Death Row Family), the film delivers in spades what the
franchise has had to offer to date: juvenile and grotesque
gory humor, inventive visual effects and women with
chainsaw arms brutally killing nasty and colourful villains.
Fri. 27/09, 24:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 24:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Samurai Marathon • サムライマラソン Bernard
ROSE (Japan/UK 2019, 104 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)

English cult director Bernard ROSE (Candyman, Immortal
Beloved), makes his Japanese-language debut with this
period piece about the historical origins of the Japanese
marathon. When American imperialists visit the Japanese
shores, the local lord, fearing an invasion, starts training his
men by letting them run marathons. When the shogunate
hears of this, a conflict arises. Can bloodshed be prevented?

Fri. 27/09, 16:30 & Sat. 28/09, 19:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Vision • ビジョン KAWASE Naomi (Japan 2018,

110 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) World renowned filmmaker
KAWASE Naomi (The Mourning Forest, Still the Water) returns
to the festival with this intriguing tale about a French journalist,
played by Juliette BINOCHE, who travels to the mountains of
Nara in search of a rare medicinal herb called ‘vision’. According
to legend it appears only once every 997 years and it can
resolve all spiritual anguish and weaknesses in human beings.
Visual poetry meant for the big screen.
Thu. 26/09, 16:30 & Sat. 28/09, 17:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 19:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

*

We Are Little Zombies • ウィーアーリト
ルゾンビーズ NAGAHISA Makoto (Japan 2019, 120 min,
Colour, Eng. sub.) Four orphans meet at the funeral home
where their parents are being cremated at the same time. They
get together and form a rock band, which is only the beginning
of this darkly comic satire about death, mourning, mass-media
and being young. The adventurous, colourful visual style playfully
illustrates the daydreams of the characters, making this film as
vibrant and youthful as its protagonists.
Thu. 26/09, 14:00 & Sun. 29/09, 19:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Fri. 04/10, 16:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

Special Screenings

* The Legend of the Stardust Brothers •

星くず兄弟の伝説 TEZKA Macoto

(Japan 1985, 100 min, Colour, Eng. sub)
After existing in relative obscurity for almost 30 years,
a brand-new Director’s Cut will introduce this forgotten
cult-f ilm to a larger audience. An episodic new-wave popmusical, inspired by Phantom of the Paradise and The
Rocky Horror Picture Show, directed by the son of mangagod TE ZUK A Osamu. A wild ride from start to f inish.

Sun. 29/09, 21:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 21:45 Kriterion / Amsterdam
Tetsuo: The Iron Man • 鉄男 30 Year
Anniversary Screening TSUKAMOTO Shinya
(Japan 1989, 67 min, B&W, Eng. sub.) This low-budget,
cyberpunk feature, the break-out film of cult director and fanfavourite TSUKAMOTO Shinya, tells the story of a salaryman’s
transformation into a metal monster. Shot on grimy 16mm and
in stark black and white, Tetsuo: The Iron Man explores the difference between man and machine through inventive and gory
body-horror set pieces, making this a classic in its genre.
Fri. 27/09, 22:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Anime

* Aragne: Sign of Vermillion • アラーニェの虫籠

SAKAMOTO Saku (Japan 2018, 75 min, Colour, Eng.
sub.) When timid college girl Rin moves to an apartment
building on the outskirts of town, she quickly realizes
that strange things are happening in her neighbourhood.
One night she sees a huge insect coming out of the arm
of an old woman and decides it’s time to take action.
Independently produced anime that cleverly mixes horror
and thriller elements with gorgeous imagery.
Fri. 27/09, 17:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 12:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Chieri and Cherry • ちえりとチェリー

MAQUIA: When the Promised Flower
Blooms • さよならの朝に約束の花をかざろうOKADA Mari
(Japan 2018, 115 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
The Iorph people live far away from the world of men,
age extremely slowly and can live for centuries. When the
neighbouring kingdom of Mezarte launches an attack, a young
Iorph girl named Maquia gets separated from her tribe. A
powerful fairy tale about the meaning and irreplaceability of time.
Thu. 26/09, 19:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 16:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* Penguin Highway • ペンギン・ハイウェイ
ISHIDA Hiroyasu (Japan 2018, 118 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
When a group of penguins surface in his neighbourhood, a young
fourth-grader tries to find out their origin and gets involved in a
much larger adventure involving mud-monsters and a mysterious
woman. The internationally successful debut-feature of ISHIDA
Hiroyashu, co-founder of Studio Colorido, is a gorgeously animated
scifi adventure about the wonders of childhood.
Sat. 28/09, 14:30 & Sun. 29/09, 17:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 17:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam
Short Animation selection •
var. directors
(Japan 2018/19, 90 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
A selection of contemporary artistic and experimental short
animation films, directed by both exciting newcomers and
experienced veterans. The selected films differ greatly in style
and substance, and offer you a chance to discover what the
future of Japanese anime has in store.
Thu. 26/09, 22:00 & Fri. 27/09, 14:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Thu. 03/10, 19:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

* Tama Art University Best Of (Youth selection) •

var. directors

(Japan 2019, 78 min.)
A selection of the best animated graduation films from Tama
Art University, a private art university in Tokyo. It is known as
one of the best art schools in the country.
Thu. 26/09, 17:00 & Fri. 27/09, 12:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Thu. 03/10, 17:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

Short Films
* Queer Shorts var. directors
(Japan 2017/2018, 102 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Double bill of two impressive short films. In “Kalanchoe” a high
school class is being taught about LGBTQ. But as there is no such
lesson in other classes, the students grow suspicious that there
is a queer student in the class. And in “Until Rainbow Dawn”,
which was made by a predominantly deaf cast and crew, we
follow two deaf women who fall in love with each other.
Thu. 26/09, 14:30 & Fri. 27/09, 17:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 19:15 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* Short Shorts Film Festival & Asia

selection var. directors

(Japan 2018/19, 99 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
A selection of shorts presented by Tokyo’s Short Shorts Film
Festival introducing some of the best of the new crop of shorts
produced in Japan. All shorts are linked to youth in Japan and give
some insights on the ever changing reality of Japan, including a
possible future in which coffee becomes an illegal substance.

Thu. 26/09, 19:30 & Sun. 29/09, 22:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Thu. 03/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam

Crazed Fruit • 狂った果実 NAKAHIRA Ko
(Japan 1956, 86 min, B&W, Eng. sub.)

I Was Born But... • 大人の見る絵本 生れてはみたけ
れど OZU Yasujiro (Japan 1932, 100 min, B&W, Eng. sub.)
OZU’s sharp eye for class conflict and family dynamics is ever present
in this comic drama about two kids who fear losing face to their peers
after they learn their father is lower on the corporate ladder than they
thought. This classic silent film will be presented with a live soundtrack
by Gonçalo ALMEIDA (bass and electronics), Riccardo MAROGNA
(bass clarinet and electronic) and Phillip ERNSTING (percussion).

Sun. 29/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Kids Return • キッズ・リターン KITANO Takeshi
(Japan 1996, 108 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) Two high school
dropouts set out on very different paths in life. One becomes a
boxer, the other a low-level gangster. Their stories are told against
a larger vista of stories about growing up and not knowing
your destiny. Kids Return was the start of a period for director
KITANO Takeshi in which he broadened his palette considerably,
lending this film a light ironic and melancholic touch.

Thu. 26/09, 19:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
The Sun’s Burial • 太陽の墓場 OSHIMA
Nagisa (Japan 1960, 87 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Just like The Kamagasaki Cauldron War (see: feature
films), this seminal film of the Japanese New Wave is set
in the Kamagasaki district of Osaka and provides a social
commentary about the treatment of ostracized people in
Japanese society, and the lack of a future for the young people
dwelling in this neighbourhood. Directed by the then 28-year
old OSHIMA Nagisa (In the Realm of the Senses).

WAQ WAQ KINGDOM (JP/DE, LIVE)

A new electronic duo formed by the formidable pop talents
of HITOMI Kiki and ISHIHARA Shigeru (A.K.A DJ Scotch
Egg). The two draw on themes found in ancient Shinto
mythology and the Japanese matsuri festivals that honour the
local gods. WaqWaq Kingdom’s hypnotic and shamanic live
performances have been described as “an intense time-warp
experience that re-connect animistic roots with the future of
urban neon colours”
Wed 25/09, 20:30, €10 (door), €8 (presale), WORM / Rotterdam

Music
Music from Okinawa • ARAGAKI Mutsumi
ARAGAKI Mutsumi is an artist from Okinawa who
enchants her audiences with her soulful voice and her
exquisite playing of the traditional string instrument
Sanshin. Her deeply-rooted avant-garde sounds are
merged with experimental visuals.
aragakimutsumi.com
Sat. 28/09, 22:15, €9, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

VESSEL 11 CLUB NIGHT - FIELD RECORDS
Dutch label Field Records has worked together with
acclaimed Japanese producers such as ENA and IORI.
Aboard the former lightship Vessel 11, Field Records will
host a night comprising exclusively of Japanese electronic
music – featuring AHPR, Stanley and Sébastien. Expect a
blend of the finest ambient, deep house and techno.

Sat. 28/09, 19:15 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Sat. 28/09, 23:00, Vessel 11, €5 (free w/ CJ ticket stub) / Rotterdam

Documentaries

Culinary & Workshops

Day of the Western Sunrise • Keith REIMINK
(Japan 2018, 75 min, Colour, Eng. sub.) On March 1st,
1954, the U.S. detonated a nuclear bomb at Bikini Atoll in the
Marshall Islands. Not far away, 23 fishermen aboard the Japanese
tuna trawler, Lucky Dragon No. 5, immediately began experiencing
symptoms of radiation sickness: an event that changed and shaped
Japanese society in many different ways. In this (partly) animated
documentary, three of the surviving fishermen tell their incredible story.
Sun. 29/09, 16:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

* Kampai! Sake Sisters • KONISHI Mirai
(Japan 2019, 96 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
For centuries, women were forbidden to set foot into sake
breweries, let alone be involved with production. Today, women
are the ones driving the most exciting changes within the everevolving sake industry in Japan. This fascinating documentary
by journalist-turned-filmmaker KONISHI Mirai (Kampai! For
the Love of Sake, CJ 2016) focuses on three female pioneers.
Fri. 27/09, 21:45 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 21:30 Kriterion / Amsterdam
* Queer Japan • Graham KOLBEINS

(USA/Japan 2019, 100 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
A vibrant and joyful exploration of the Japanese LGBTQIA+
community, focusing on the exploration of sexuality through
art and politics. The people interviewed span a spectrum
wider than any typical rainbow: from the middle-aged
mangaka who likes to draw gay bears in bondage to the nonbinary performance artist who holds playfully kinky hentaiparties to the first transgender elected official in Japan.
Fri. 27/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

* Sending Off • おみおくり〜Sending Off〜

Ian Thomas ASH (Japan 2019, 79 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Dr. KONTA Kaoru and her team of nurses provide hospice care
to patients in their homes in rural Japan. The changing seasons
provide a backdrop to the deepening relationships that the
patients form with their families as they reach the end of their
lives. A powerful and respectful documentary that challenges
viewers to think about how they live their own lives, and how
they would like to die. Winner of the Nippon Docs Award 2019.
Sat. 28/09, 22:00 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sat. 05/10, 13:00 Kriterion / Amsterdam

FILMBRUNCH

What better way to start your lazy Sunday than
with the legendary CAMERA JAPAN Filmbrunch?
Our team of international food connoisseurs will
once again surprise you with a delicious Japanese
inspired brunch. A fingerlickin’ mix of sweet and
hearty food, topped off with a heartwarming
Sunday morning movie. Itadakimasu!
Sun. 29/09, 11:00, Lobby LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
€19.50 incl. Brunch & Film screening of ‘Only the Cat Knows’, film start 12:30
Calligraphy Workshop by ABE Lanka

Calligraphy originates from China. However, the
Japanese created their own version, called Shodo
(書道). One notable difference is the use of the
Japanese alphabet Hiragana. During this workshop
you will learn the basics of this art form, allowing you
to express your thoughts, your feelings and your
passion by using nothing more than a brush and ink.
Fri. 27/09, 15:00, €26, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Kyaraben Workshop

by Tokyo Doll

Most Japanese bento (lunch boxes) already make your
food look very appealing and tasty. But that’s nothing
compared to kyaraben (short for ‘character bento’), in
which the food is decorated as characters from your
favourite anime/manga (or other cute characters). In this
workshop you can make your food smile at you!
Sat. 28/09, 12:00 (vegan) & 15:00, each €25, LantarenVenster / R’dam
Origami Workshop

by OISHI Maki

In this origami workshop, you will discover a
traditional Japanese paper sphere called Kusudama,
and you will learn how to fold a modular sheet to
make a simple, but cute and teasingly challenging
geometric shape. All participants will get to create
their own Kusudama, which will make a lovely gift or
decoration for your home.
Fri. 27/09, 19:00, €15, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

During this workshop, the host will serve a cup of
ceremonial Matcha together with Japanese traditional
tea candy. This will not be a perfect Japanese traditional
tea ceremony, but you will be able to experience the
essence of it. We suggest to combine this workshop with
a screening of the film ’Every Day is a Good Day’ (see:
feature films).
Fri. 27/09, 13:00, €22, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Photo Exhibitions

Kids Day & Quiz

A Copy of Truth • Jelle HOOKS
When living as a youngster in urban Japan, standing out
from the crowd becomes a challenge. These alienated
youths, that want to stand out or feel that they do not fit
in, are captured by Dutch photographer, Jelle HOOKS.
Hoping to portray the real person behind the smiles and
peace signs, he captures them in vulnerable states where
they show their true colors.
jellehooks.com
Thu. 26/09 - Sun. 29/09, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam, FREE

by SUZUKI Takahide

CAMERA JAPAN QUIZ

After a successful first edition, the CAMERA JAPAN Quiz
returns with another batch of questions on topics such
as Japanese food, fashion, history, language, games, and
more. Teams of up to four people are welcome to join,
free of charge. The quiz covers lots of themes, fun facts,
and audiovisual fragments. There’s something for everyone, expert or not. For the winners there will be eternal
glory and Japan-themed goodie bags! To reserve a table
for your team, send an email to ’quiz@camerajapan.nl’.
Fri. 27/09, 22:00, Lobby LantarenVenster / Rotterdam, FREE

KIDS’ DAY

Every year it’s one of the highlights of our festival:
a special afternoon for our smallest visitors.
This year, kids can join workshops, create Japanese
postcards and learn calligraphy, watch movies and get
their picture taken at our photobooth.
Parents are welcome too!

Sun. 29/09, 13:00, €9, Lobby LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Venue / Reservations : Rotterdam

Venues / Reservations : Amsterdam

Otto Reuchlinweg 996 • 010 277 2277 • lantarenvenster.nl

Roetersstraat 170 • 020 623 1708 • kriterion.nl

LantarenVenster_ Rotterdam
WORM_ Rotterdam

Boomgaardsstraat 71 • 010 476 7832 • worm.org

Kriterion_ Amsterdam

For more info and latest updates go to camerajapan.nl

Tea Ceremony Workshop

SEKINE Kosai (Japan 2018, 112 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
The documentary debut of SEKINE Kosai, whose feature
film debut Love at Least will also be screened at CJ 2019, is
about artist, sculptor and architect OKAMOTO Taro, and his
infamous Tower of the Sun which debuted at the World Expo
in Osaka in 1970. Using the tower as a starting point, this
documentary uses many diverse forms of art, including dance
and animation, to encompass everything OKAMOTO stood for.
Fri. 27/09, 16:45 * LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
* w/ Future Arita by ENDO Sato, Nicola UNGER (NL / Japan 2018, 17 min, Colour, no
dialogue)

Thu. 26/09 - Sun. 29/09, LantarenVenster / Rotterdam, FREE

25 Sept. WORM & 26-29 Sept. LantarenVenster
3-6 Oct. Kriterion 		
camerajapan.nl

WATANABE Asato (Japan 2018, 82 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Since the suicide of his classmate a few years before, a young
man named Tatsumi stays shut inside his parent’s house, refusing to leave his room and stuck in a limbo of confusion and
grief. One day, something breaks inside him and he decides
to leave. Wandering around the streets, he meets a vagrant
named Tsuchiro and the two form a close bond.

Fri. 27/09, 19:30 LantarenVenster / Rotterdam

Cosplay is Art • Jacky CHEUNG
Cosplayers bring anime and comic characters to live with
their impressive, homemade costumes. Photographer
Jacky CHEUNG captures their spirit in this photo series,
for which he photographed dozens of cosplayers both in
costume and in their ‘regular’ clothes.

Rotterdam:
Amsterdam:

* A Dobugawa Dream • ドブ川番外地

Two brothers fall in love with the same woman, with disastrous
results. A controversial film when it came out in 1956, because
it depicts the life of young people of “low morale”, who choose
“western values” over those of the past. One of the most
famous examples of the sub-genre of “youth in peril” films,
which became collectively known as Sun Tribe movies.

* Tower of the Sun • 太陽の塔

19
20

Warm-up @ WORM (Film & Concert)
A day before the start of CAMERA JAPAN Rotterdam at LantarenVenster, we present a multidisciplinary evening at WORM, consisting of an impressive debut film and a live performance.

ショート•アニメ•レトロ•その他 SHORT FILMS _ ANIME_ RETRO_ & _OTHER _ EVENTS_

NAKAMURA Makoto
(Japan 2018, 54 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)
Beautifully animated story about a girl named Chieri and
her only friend, stuffed animal Cherry. When she visits the
grandmother’s house for the father’s memorial, Chieri finds a
stray dog giving birth to puppies, but a mean crow and strange
monster try to steal the dogs. Can Chieri and Cherry save them?
Sat. 28/09, 17:00 * LantarenVenster / Rotterdam
Sun. 06/10, 15:15 * Kriterion / Amsterdam
* w/ Gaijin Sashimi by Erik VOS (NL 2019, 5 min, Colour, Eng. sub.)

Retrospective ‘Youth’

